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The principle of equality is the basic principle of civil law.As a special 
civil law system,heritage debt settlement system is in the cross-zone between 
inheritance law and claims act,which should be designed to protect both heir 
rights and heritage creditor rights,in order to achieve a balance between the 
two.In the mean time,the principle of equality claims is the embodiment of 
civil law equality principle in the area of claims act.As a special civil legal 
relationship,heritage claims and liabilities also should follow the principle of 
equality. 
There are some weak points in Chinese inheritance law,especially lacking 
adequate protection of heritage claims.Firstly,there is an imbalance of 
protection between heir property and heritage claims.Secondly,the law lacks 
the quality of equal protection among different inheritance claims. 
Chapter One of this thesis outlines the embodiment of the civil law 
equality principle and the principle of equality claims in the field of heritage 
debt settlement.From the angle of equal protection of claims,Chapter Two 
analyses the shortcomings of China's existing heritage debt settlement system 
in the aspects of heritage creditor protection.In chapter Three,I analyse the 
functions of the principle of conditionally limited liquidity and the system of 
heritage bankruptcy in the aspects of strengthening creditor protection and 
achieving equal protection of claims.Thereafter,I give some legislative 
suggestion in order to improve China's heritage debt settlement system.  
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